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Myanmar (Burma)Myanmar (Burma)
The Golden Land

Myanmar is a hilly land  with valleys and
surrounding mountains where the mountains
form a horse shoe shape from the northern,
eastern and western sides. There is flat land
between the mountains where the rivers of
Ayeyarwaddy, Chindwin and Sittanung flow
through farm land and settlements. The
country is hot and rainy for most of the year
with average temperatures of 20 to 35
degrees centigrade. 
The population is around 52 million.  They
speak Burmese and English. The major
religions are: Buddism 89. 2 %, Christianity 5
% and Islam 3.8 %. The most important
ethnic groups out of a total of 35 are:  Rakhin,
Kayah, Chin, Bamar, Mon, Kachin and Shan.

Myanmar: the land of art
and culture 
Myanmar has a rich cultural heritage together
with natural beauty and  fantastic temple
architecture. It is also endowed with beautiful
nature, such as snow-covered mountain peaks,
forests, rich scenery, long rivers, beautiful lakes,
several beaches and archipelagos. The
diversity of the ethnic groups also produces a
diversity of traditional handcrafts.

Yangon
Yangon, founded in 1755 by King Alowng
Paya, is the capital of Myanmar. It has many
distinguished colonial buildings with tree-
lined streets, busy markets and a National
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Myanmar in south East Asia is bordered from the north and north east by China, from the south east by Laos and
Thailand, and from the west by India and Bangladesh. It also overlooks both the Andaman Sea and the Bay of

Bengal. It has an area of about 677,000 sq. km. and is considered the biggest of the south East Asian countries.
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Museum, complete with a lion’s den.
There are also many multi-storey golden
temples in the capital, shining through the
trees and buildings. Most prominent among
the temples (or Pagodas) are: Shwedagon
and Chaukhtatgyi. They have gold alloys: the
one that covers the top part of Shwedagon
Pagodas weighs 8000 kg. The top of this
temple is covered with diamonds, rubies and
precious stones. There is a huge emerald in
the centre that acts as a lens to concentrate
the early and last rays of the sun, creating a
spectacle for tourists at sunrise and sunset. 
Islamic Tourism’s next issue will describe the
attractions of Myanmar, and Yangon in
particular, in more detail. �
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